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The NMSU group has a lengthy history in the study of the nucleon structure and in particular its spin structure in terms of its fundamental constituents. This line of research is continuing in our current involvement in experiments at Brookhaven National Lab and the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. At Jefferson Lab, the G 0 experiment is studying the contribution of strange quarks in the distribution of the proton's charge and magnetism, with the possibility of adding information about the spin in the future. At BNL, with the PHENIX experiment we aim to probe the role played by gluons in shaping the proton's total angular momentum. In the following, only the activities in which our group is focusing are described in detail. The PHENIX (for Pioneering High-Energy Nuclear-Interaction eXperiment) detector is a general-purpose apparatus designed to cover the wide range of physics topics that can be studied at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at the Brookhaven National Lab. RHIC is a relatively new accelarator, designed to accelerate counter-circulating beams of heavy ions, typically gold nuclei, at nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energies of up to 200 GeV, and polarized protons up to √ s = 500 GeV.
There have been several runs already since the commissioning of the accelerator and detectors and another run is currently under way. The primary goal of the RHIC program is to search for new phenomena under extreme conditions of density and temperature, such as obtained in head-on collisions of high-energy heavy-ion beams. Prominent among them is the potential deconfinement of the constituents of the nucleon, quarks and gluons, and the formation of a new state of matter, the quark-gluon plasma [1] , predicted by Quantum Chromodynamics, the commonly accepted theory of the strong interaction. The PHENIX collaboration and the other experiments at RHIC are already presenting tantalizing evidence that such behavior may be on the verge of being confirmed.
A second goal of the physics program at RHIC, and one in which the NMSU group is most interested in, is the study of the internal spin structure of the nucleon and in particular the contribution of gluons. Deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering experiments over the last two decades have painted a complex picture [2] of the nucleon which defied early naive expectations that mainly valence quarks would determine the nucleon spin properties. It is now understood that sea quarks and gluons play a very important role; however, the gluon contribution has not yet been directly probed, as gluons do not contribute to the scattering cross section to leading order. A hadron collider, such as RHIC, is the best environment to explore this topic [3] .
One promissing method for studying gluon distributions in the nucleon is via production of heavy flavors, charm and beauty, which is dominated by the gluon-gluon fusion subprocess gg → cc(bb). At the currently available center-of-mass energies at RHIC (200 GeV), only charm production is relevant. Open-charm production is the most transparent from a theoretical point of view, being described by a purely perturbative QCD process: the cross section is given by a factorized expression of the form [4] 
in terms of the calculable parton-level cross sectionsσ ij and the parton distribution functions f i . Assuming gluon dominance, experimental longitudinal asymmetries can then be related to the gluon polarization ∆g/g by an expression of the form
where the parton-level asymmetriesâ LL can be calculated. However, identifying charm events independent of specific final states is experimentally challenging. Hidden harm (charmonium), on the other hand, presents a much cleaner experimental signature through its decay to a lepton pair with well-defined invariant mass, but suffers from additional theoretical uncertainties, related to the long-distance (nonperturbative) binding process of a cc pair into a ψ or χ c meson. There has been some recent progress in the theoretical understanding of charmonium (and bottomonium) production within the framework of the non-relativistic QCD factorizations formalism [5] , but the situation is far from settled. Both open and hidden charm can be studied through its decay into muons, either a single muon (open charm) or a dimuon pair (charmonium). The NMSU group was heavily involved in the design, construction, and commissioning of the PHENIX end-cap (North and South) muon arms, which were proposed mainly for the goals of the spin program. Both are now fully operational and data with polarized-proton beams are available from the 2003 run. Two graduate students (Al-Jamel, Stepanov) are currently analyzing the 2003 data for their Ph.D. theses; one of them is study the production properties of J/ψ in order to help elucidate the production mechanism and reduce the theoretical uncertainty in the interpretation of the J/ψ production in terms of gluon densities in the proton, while the other is attempting to develop a procedure for obtaining a sample of single-muon events enriched in charm content, based on the shape of the muon p T spectrum and, potentially, global event characteristics.
Both students are at an early stage of their research, having recently completed their shift-taking and service work on PHENIX. Preliminary results from their work are expected to start appearing within a year. A third student (Armendariz) is currently participating in the data taking and providing service work, while a fourth (Dias) has just joined our group and is expected to be at BNL in the summer. A postdoctoral associate (Wang) is also full-time at BNL, replacing another (Brown) whose appointment expired in late 2003 and is contributing to the J/ψ analysis, in addition to run-related duties.
During this report period, the NMSU group, and especially the graduate students and postdocs, were heavily involved in the installation and commissioning of the north muon arm (the south arm had been installed the previous year). The work involved testing, repairs, and improvements on the drift chambers necessary for more reliable operation under conditions of high humidity, as well as the actual installation of the detectors and their cables in the experimental hall. It also included development of an optical-alignment system [6] and associated software for monitoring relative displacements of the drift chambers during the run. Additional work involved development of software for monitoring and control of the high voltage. Other service work for the students included subsystem-expert shift duties through the run, in addition to the regular data-taking shifts.
The next physics run with polarized-proton beams, with much higher integrated luminosity, perhaps by an order of magnitude, is expected during 2005. Even higher luminosities are anticipated in later years, with running at √ s = 500 GeV by 2009.
The NMSU group has a long-term commitment in this line of research, with the current student work pioneering the tools and techniques for exploring the gluon contribution to the proton helicity. 
where
and and τ are functions of the kinematic variables. Using the known proton and neutron form factors from unpolarized scattering experiments, the flavor-singlet electric and magnetic form factors G additive electroweak radiative corrections [7] . As the calculation of these corrections is not yet entirely verified, the form factor G The collaboration has built a new spectrometer for Hall C of Jefferson Lab to be used for this experiment. The spectrometer consists of a superconducting air-core toroidal magnet with scintillation counters approximately at the focal plane. Because of the two-body kinematics, only one particle needs to be detected in the final state, provided backgrounds from inelastic scattering or other sources are eliminated by the geometry, by means of appropriate sets of collimators, or at least well-enough understood that reliable corrections can be made. A second set of scintillators at the exit of the magnet cryostat, since added to the design, provides a coincidence measurement for the outgoing track, further reducing non-elastic backgrounds.
The experiment will detect the elastically-scattered proton at forward angles in the Q 2 range 0.1-1.0 GeV 2 with a beam energy of 3.0 GeV. For measurements of the asymmetry for backward-angle scattering, the spectrometer will be rotated by 180 0 and the scattered electron will be detected. In this mode, each Q 2 bin must be measured in a different run. Running at several beam energies, from 340 MeV to 930 MeV, is anticipated; this will require lowering the nominal Jefferson Lab beam energy. Measurement of both forward and backward scattering angles is required for a precise separation of G Z E and G Z M . In both cases the accelerator will be operated in a pulsed-beam mode with 32-ns bucket spacing, to allow using time-of-flight techniques for background suppression.
The asymmetry is expected to be at the few ×10 −6 level -in order to achieve a measurement with a 5% statistical precision, 10 13 counts will be needed. It is planned to use a 20-cm long liquid-H 2 target with a 40 µA beam current, giving a luminosity L = 2.1 × 10 38 cm −2 s −1 .
For the forward-angle measurement, the main background is due to pions coming from inelastic events. Discriminating these pions from the elastically-scattered protons can be done with time-of-flight measurements, since at these energies a pion is much faster than a proton of the same momentum. Monte-Carlo simulations have shown the feasibility of this approach. For the backward-angle measurements with a proton target, the backgrounds are expected to be much less important. (On the other hand, for the planned backward-angle deuterium measurements, a large flux of background pions is expected, and a Cherenkov detector is being developed for event-by-event π/e rejection.)
During the period October-December 2002 the collaboration conducted its first full engineering run, in which the full forward-scattering apparatus was tested. This engineering run was a great success, showing as it did that the spectrometer, detector, and electronics could perform as designed under realistic conditions. Since that time, a great deal of analysis of the data collected during the engineering run has taken place, and has been reported on at conferences by various members of the collaboration. A second engineering run has taken place during October-December 2003, and the first production run will take place early in 2004. The forward-scattering data will be taken during 2004 and the detector will be turned around for the backward-scattering data runs expected to begin in 2005.
Our group is involved in the design and fabrication of a detector gain-monitoring system (Pate, Rauf, and McKee), and is responsible for the design and implementation of the slow-control software and a database-management system (Papavassiliou, Rauf, and McKee), to hold data sets for analysis by the collaborators. Pate is a member of the G 0 Publications Committee, along with Wim van Oers (TRIUMF) and Serge Kox (IPN-Grenoble). Prior to and during the first Engineering Run, Pate acted as one of the Run Managers, along with David Armstrong (College of William and Mary). They coordinated the planning and operation of the activities of the engineering run.
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